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“Cinema–Atlas of the USSR”: The Concept of M. V. Naletny: Archival Materials of the 1920s

The 1920s saw an increased general release of documentaries about life of peoples and
regions in the USSR, opening an opportunity for mass audience to make virtual trips through
multinational and diverse country. It was within the frameworks of the project “Cinema-Atlas of
the USSR,” an ambitious state program launched under the auspices of the Central Executive
Committee, which involved creation of a 150-episode thematic film almanac. The article is to
introduce into scientific use the archival documentary film “To the shores of the Pacific Ocean”
(1927) directed by M. V. Naletny, created during complex film expedition along the
Trans-Siberian railway from Moscow to the Far East. To achieve this goal, not only the film itself
is analyzed, but also socio-political, cultural, and ideological context of its creation, in line with
the state program for creation of the Soviet Cine-Atlas. Little-known visual and text archives, as
well as data from the Soviet periodical press of the 1920s, are used as a source base for the
study. Due to specifics of silent cinema, this film is a film text of a kind, consisting of
approximately equal number of alternating film frames and text captions. One can tell that, in
accordance with general recommendations for film making in the USSR, based on Marxist
theory, the director designed his full-length film as a series of visual essays suitable for the
“Cinema-Atlas” developed at the time. The study makes it obvious that M. V. Naletny sought in
his film to overcome the format of superficial “tourist” narrative, widespread at the time, detailing
geographical features of regions, types of population, their economic structures, etc. M. V.
Naletny’s methodological developments, which are considered cocurrently, clearly demonstrate
party requirements to capacious resources of cinematography as a means of information and
agitation, textbook, and means for popularization of scientific knowledge. It is concluded that M.
V. Naletny’s legacy is of multi-layered popular science significance, having become a
contribution to the on-screen chronicle of Soviet transformations on the ground. The studied
complex of materials is a significant example of visual and anthropological searches of the early
Soviet period, as well as an informative historical source that has not lost its relevance for
modern scientific study.
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